This article aims to shed light on a particular area in the field of Islamic International Law (siyar), i.e., treaty in Islamic jurisprudence. It addresses a comparative view of classical jurists on treaties both theoretically and historically, and highlights their continued relevance to the contemporary world. Not only is there a lacuna in scholarship concerning the concept of treaties in Islamic jurisprudence, but it can be argued that there is a failure of conception of international legal theorists to study and integrate the Islamic treaty system into the body of modern international law in order to have a mutual understanding and respect and honor for treaties among nations. I would like to present and address the concept of treaty in Islamic jurisprudence with special reference to treaty of H{ udaybiyyah that took place between Muslims and non-Muslims. 
I. Introduction
Treaties have been among the most important instruments of international relations both in ancient and modern times. They have provided the framework for peaceful relations in the spheres of both internal and external relations between Muslims and non-Muslims. International treaties were of particular interest to classical Muslim jurists, chief among them Shayba> ni> (d. AH189/804AD). These jurists constructed a system of drawing up such instruments that covered all aspects of the process, such as the establishment, conclusion, effects and termination of international treaties. Classical Muslim scholars focused on specific aspects of these treaties, in particular the fulfillment of the contract and the ramifications of acts of treachery and violation. A discussion and analysis of international treaties follow here, examining the philological roots of the term treaties/mu'a> hada> t and its basis for legitimization in Islamic law.
A. Definition of Treaties (Mu'a> hada> t)
The root of mu'a> hadah is 'ahd, which means a promise or commitment. Mu'a> hadah is the verbal noun of the verb 'a> hada, denoting the conclusion of a covenant between two parties. 'Ahd is a covenant, pact, treaty or agreement that requires commitment and fulfillment whenever it is concluded and enforced. 1 'Ahd also signifies a firm commitment to observe an agreed-upon contract. The Qur'a> nic verses that deal explicitly with the concept of 'ahd laid the foundations for later interpretation:
And fulfill the Covenant of Alla> h (Bay'ah: pledge for Islam) when you have covenanted (Q. 16: 91) ; But if they seek your help in religion, it is your duty to help them except against a people with whom you have a treaty of mutual alliance (Q. 8: 72) ; O you who believe! Fulfill your obligations (Q. 5: 1). than other terms. For Shayba> ni> , a mu'a> hadah is a muwa> da'ah between Muslims and non-Muslims for a fixed period of time. 8 Many H{ anafi jurists adopt this definition, including the eminent Samarqandi> , who defines a muwa> da'ah as a s} ulh} (reconciliation) designed to end physical conflict for a fixed time period, involving the payment of tribute or other conditions. 9 Ka> sa> ni> agrees with Samarqandi> and defines muwa> da'ah as a s} ulh} that puts an end to physical conflict for a temporary period. 10 Other H{ anafi> jurists likewise use different expressions for mu'a> hadah, such as muwa> da'ah and muqa> d} a> t; 11 moreover, jurists sometimes define it as ama> n or isti'ma> n; 12 and some refer to it by the term muha> wadah. 13 H{ anbali> jurists adopt the same definition as the H{ anafi> jurists do, and use terms such as muha> danah, muwa> da'ah, mu'a> hadah, musa> lamah, isti'ma> n and s} ulh} interchangeably.
14 It is essential to explain the meanings of certain Islamic legal terms that lie at the heart of our discussion. Firstly, muwa> da'ah (reconciliation) refers to the achievement of s} ulh} (peace or truce); it is a verbal noun designating the cessation of fighting, usually for a specific period of time.
Muta> rakah (suspension of hostilities) is also commonly used, and, where 'Ilmiyyah, 1405 'Ilmiyyah, /1984 . 10 Al-Ka> sa> ni> , vol. 9, p. 4324. 11 AbË al-Fatih} Na> s} ir bin 'Abd al-Sayyid bin 'Ali> al-Mut} arrizi> , Al- 211; Mans} u> r bin Yu> nus bin Idri> s al-Bahu> ti> (d. 1051AH/1641-2 AD), Kashsha> f alQina> ' 'ala´Matn al-Iqna> ' (Makkah: Mat} ba'at al-H} uku> miyyah, 1394 /1974 present, the parties involved (in particular ahl al-h} arb) are bestowed with the attribute of musta'min by virtue of being granted the ama> n. That is why some H{ anafi jurists describe it as the "appeal for ama> n and abstention from fighting." 15 The majority of jurists define mu'a> hadah as a muha> danah (conclusion of a truce). If a peaceful state is reached between the two parties engaged in a battle or dispute under the condition of reconciliation for a period of time to reduce tension and aggression, it is called a muha> danah.
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Ma> liki> jurists define mu'a> hadah as a truce between Muslims and h} arbi> s concluded to end physical conflict for a fixed period of time under Islamic law, 17 while Sha> fi'i> jurists define it as a contract concluded for the sake of ending fighting for a fixed time period with or without compensation.
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H{ anbali> jurists define it as an abstention from fighting for a fixed time period with or without compensation.
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Mus} a> lah} ah (the making of peace), refers to the initiative taken by two 15 See Al-Ka> sa> ni> , vol. 9, p. 4324; vol Al-Sharh} al-Kabi> r, (Cairo: Mat} ba'at 'Isa> al-H{ alibi> , (Cairo: Da> r al-Ma'a> rif, 1972 -1974 H{ alabi> , 1959),vol. 6, p. 259. 19 AbË Ish} a> q Burha> n al-Di> n IbrÉhÊm bin Muh} ammad bin 'Abd AllÉh bin Muflih} , AlMubdi' (Dimashq: al-Maktab al-Isla> mi> , 1974 -1979 ; Muwaffaq al-DÊn 'Abd AllÉh bin AÍmad bin Quda> mah, al-Mughni> (Cairo: Maktabat Ibn Taymiyyah, 1965) , vol. 9, p. 509; Mus} t} afa> bin Sa'ad Suyu> t} i> , Gha> yat al-Muntaha> with Mat} a> lib UlÊ al-Nuha´, (Dimashq: al-Maktab al-Isla> mÊ, 1961),vol. 2, p. 585-586. parties involved in a dispute to reach a peaceful agreement.
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Muqa> d} a> t, or taking legal action, is the recourse by which parties seek a h} ukm (verdict) in a disputed case.
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Muta> rakah, or the suspension of hostilities, is similar in concept to mus} a> lah} ah (to make peace) or musa> lamah (to demand a peaceful agreement). 22 Some scholars try to define further the distinctions between these terms. For example, Abu> Hila> l al-'AskarÊ indicates that there is a difference between 'aqd and 'ahd. According to al-'Askari, an 'aqd is more elastic than an 'ahd, for when a person or a party reaches an 'ahd with another person or party, it means that each is bound to that particular agreement with the other, while in the case of an 'aqd, the person or party is bound by conditions that can be waived under certain circumstances.
The difference between an 'ahd and a mi> tha> q "covenant" is that a mi> tha> q is only a confirmation of an 'ahd.
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In modern international law, the mu'a> hadah (treaty or international treaty) is restricted to significant political agreements, such as peace treaties or affiliations or alliances between nations or supranational agencies. In the case of economic international treaties, the term 'ahd or mi> tha> q is normally used in the case of agreements with world organizations, such as the International Monetary Fund, the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, etc.
The first situation arises where the Muslims are in a position of power; in such an instance they should not seek a muwa> da'ah with nonMuslims, especially if it is not in the best interests of the greater Muslim community. This condition is made explicitly in the following Qur'a> nic verses:
So do not become weak (against your enemy), nor sad, and you will be superior (in victory) if you are indeed (true) believers (Q.3:139).
Then "So be not weak and ask not for peace (from the enemy of Islam), while you are having the upper hand. Allah is with you, and will never decrease the reward of your good deeds (Q.47:35).
The second situation arises when Muslims are not in a position of advantage over non-Muslims, at which time it is permissible to seek a muwa> da'ah, since in these circumstances it may serve the interests of Muslims to do so.
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Further justification of muwa> da'ah is found in the Qur'a> n:
But if they incline to peace, you also incline to it, and (put your) trust in Allah. Verily, He is the All-Hearer, the All-Knower (Q. 8: 61).
This verse validates muwa> da'ah in circumstances where nonMuslims are inclined to propose peace. However, jurists argue that if a muwa> da'ah serves the interests of Muslims, it is permissible for them to take the initiative in cases where it is required or advantageous.
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The other Qur'a> nic verse that pertains to this situation is the following:
If he belonged to a people with whom you have a treaty of mutual alliance, compensation must be paid to his family (Q. 4: 92) . This verse addresses cases in which a Muslim has killed a person with whom a pre-existing treaty or alliance had been established. It Fikr, 1996),vol. 6, p. 275. encourages the parties to seek redress within the confines of that particular treaty or understanding. The verse also indicates and encourages the concept of muwa> da'ah or mu'a> hadah, referring to it as a mi> tha> q (covenant), i.e., a confirmed contract.
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When the Qur'a> n exhorts Muslims to fight, it also stipulates that Muslims should not take up arms against those who have established a treaty with them:
Except those who join a group, between you and whom there is a treaty (of peace), or those who approach you with their hearts restraining from fighting you as well as fighting their own people (Q. 4: 90) .
It is clear from this verse that the Qur'a> n places a restriction upon fighting those with whom a muwa> da'ah has been concluded or with their affiliated parties. This also validates and legitimizes the standing of affiliated parties to the muwa> da'ah as members covered by the agreement. However, a muwa> da'ah was not established in this circumstance; rather, only a mura> wad} ah (to restore relations between parties to a normal condition) was agreed to, since Sa'd ibn Mu'a> dh and Sa'd b. 'Uba> dah asked the Prophet ( ) whether his action had been revealed to him and he replied no. They questioned the grounds of the agreement to hand over half of the produce of Madi> nah, since their opponents had never demanded this from them before, but had always purchased the produce. At their urging, the Prophet ( ) realized the possible effect of the treaty and decided not to change the norms or deny the will of the inhabitants of Madi> nah. Makkah after the s} ulh} was concluded would be handed back, even if he or she were a Muslim, whereas whoever left Madi> nah for Makkah would not be returned to the Prophet. The Prophet and the Meccan representatives agreed upon these conditions. 33 Al-Jas} s} a> s} summarizes the opinions of H{ anafi> jurists with regard to the validity of a mu'a> hadah being concluded under such circumstances. The jurists point out that the Prophet ( ) concluded several s} ulh} contracts with non-Muslim tribes, such as the Nad} i> r, Qaynuqa> ', and Qurayz} ah, as well as the s} ulh} of H{ udaybiyyah, upon his arrival in Madinah. All of these s} ulh} s were concluded at a time when the Muslims were weak and reduced in number, a fact mentioned also in treatises on magha> zi> and siyar. When the Muslims became stronger and Islam and the Prophet's authority in MadÊnah were recognized, however, agreements with Ahl al-Kita> b were more likely to include a demand for jizyah. The revelation of two su> ras (chapters) -the eighth and ninth-dealing with fighting and concluding mu'a> hada> t with non-Muslims is an evidence of encouragements to conclude agreement in order to eliminate and avoid further fighting. However, the apparent difference in the legal effect in these chapters depends on the political status of Muslims. In Su> rat alAnfa> l, we see encouragement to conclude a musa> lamah or muha> danah with the non-Muslims at a time of disadvantages for Muslims. In Su> rat al- Similarly, H{ anbali> jurists believe that as long as the truce/s} ulh} favors the interests of the Muslims, it can be of use in cases where the Muslims are weak or there is some other necessity; otherwise, it is not permissible.
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Thus, treaties vary according to their status, requirements and conditions. They can be permanent as in the case of an 'aqd al-dhimmah; or temporary, as in the case of ama> n, hudnah or muwa> da'ah, and they can contain a condition limiting their duration to a fixed period of time.
Moreover, in the eyes of Muslim scholars, the mu'a> hadah can be concluded with all types of people regardless of their faith or nationality; for example, it can be a treaty to end a battle or hostilities (such as the hudnah) or it can relate to matters of trade. It can be a simple bilateral treaty, or a multilateral one with several different signatories affiliated with either of the two main contracting parties, as occurred in the case of the s} ulh} of al-H{ udaybiyyah.
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As far as these mu'a> hada> t are concerned, each one has its own rules (ah} ka> m) that depend upon the circumstances of Muslims stipulated in the document itself, as we shall see when dealing with selected treaties concluded between Muslims and non-Muslims in the final chapter, below.
However, the validity of such treaties depends to a large measure on how they are concluded. A valid treaty should fulfill basic elements and conditions that take place in the process leading up to it. Each party might impose conditions that conform to its interests and that would have to be agreed upon by both parties involved in order for the treaty to be ratified. These elements and conditions fall into four main categories: basic elements, conditions, the process of its establishment and reservations.
C. Basic Elements of The Treaty/Mu'a> hadah
The first necessary element of the treaty is the s} i> ghah (form), which reflects the acceptance and consent of both parties involved as in any other legal contracts in Islamic law. The s} i> ghah can be made known either by expression or by indication, and expression can be either explicit or implicit. Explicit expression, for example, includes use of the terms muwa> da'ah, mu'a> hadah, musa> lamah or mus} a> lah} ah.
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Shayba> ni> gives an example of an explicit expression: a hypothetical case where a nonMuslim army lays siege to Muslim territory. If the Muslims fear that the siege could lead to the loss of their lives and families, then they can offer the enemy a tribute of ten thousand dinars in return for withdrawing from their territory. If the enemy accepts, this agreement is an explicit expression of truce/s} ulh} . Another example that he offers is where nonMuslims theoretically impose a condition for their withdrawal from Islamic territory, such as the payment of a tribute of ten thousand dinars, and the Muslims accept this. If the Muslims realize that the non-Muslims have broken the treaty prior to their withdrawal, they cannot retaliate until the non-Muslims reach their own territory, for the Muslims' vol. 9, p. 4324. acceptance of paying tribute to the non-Muslims is based on a truce containing an explicit expression. Should a Muslim retaliate while the truce is in effect, it would be considered as perfidy, an act forbidden in Islam. 38 On the other hand, an implicit expression is reflected in the case where Muslims do not specify the amount or type of tribute offered to non-Muslims in exchange for their withdrawal from Muslim territory. This is an indication of mus} a> lah} ah (conciliation, settlement or peace) and muwa> da'ah (truce) alike, since the impetus to fight may stem from both sides. The implicit expression of truce/s} ulh} has, as one of its conditions, the termination of fighting on the part of both sides. This imposes an obligation for a muwa> da'ah to be established, binding on both parties. 39 However, where the expression does not indicate any explicit form of safe conduct, the contract of truce is not accomplished and neither party is obligated to terminate the fighting, since non-explicit expression does not impose any type of explicit safe conduct. 40 If any Muslim should give any sign or gesture that might be taken as a sign of ama> n by non-Muslims, then it is a valid ama> n and restricts any Muslim from committing any kind of attack upon them. According to H{ anafi> jurists, even on the battlefield, if any Muslim makes any sign to non-Muslims that they understand as an indication of ama> n, whether the intention was known or unknown to them, it is still considered a valid safe conduct (ama> n). 41 Ibn Taymiyya summarizes the opinions of scholars on the validity of three general modes of concluding contracts. First, the contract cannot be valid unless the condition of the consent of both parties is met, and this must be made known as an explicit expression. The second is that the contract is made valid by actions taken by both parties according to the interpretations and details of both parties involved in concluding the contract. And third, the contract is concluded in all of its indications by expression or action that is known to the people or customary practice among the people. The third mode is not limited by language or code of law, but varies according to the people involved and their customary practices. In order for the treaty to be genuine and sound, it should impose effective conditions that are incumbent upon the signatories or agreeing parties. If any one of the conditions is violated, omitted or disputed by any party, it will terminate the treaty.
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The conditions may be related to the parties, or to the treaty itself and the motives that lead to its According to Shayba> ni> , if the caliph appoints a deputy, such as the chief of the army, he may invite a group of non-Muslims to Islam. If they accept it, then they are free as Muslims and the obligation to pay jizyah will be dropped. If they reject this offer, the deputy can propose that they become dhimmÊ, and then they will be treated according to the rules regulating ahl al-dhimmah . The actions of the chief of the army or deputy here represent the caliph's or the Imam's wishes.
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Anyone else from the Muslim community who wishes to offer ama> n to non-Muslims must consult the Ima> m first, since it is obligatory for all Muslims to obey him. 46 However, there are exceptions to limit the right to conclude a treaty to the Imam and his deputy. In some circumstances, according to Shayba> ni> , it is permissible for an ordinary Muslim to conclude muwa> da'ah without the permission of the Imam, since no Muslim would conclude any muwa> da'ah without first considering the interests of Muslims. As long as the treaty favors the Muslims at large, it is permissible to conclude it. 47 The opinion of the majority of jurists is at variance with the opinions of H{ anafi jurists on the question of who is entitled to conclude a mu'a> hadah with non-Muslims. The jurists agree that the only individual who is allowed to negotiate and conclude a mu'a> hadah with the nonMuslims is the Imam or his deputy. It is unacceptable for anyone besides those vested with authority to conclude a treaty. Hence, in the case where a Muslim has concluded a hudnah (truce) with a group of people and subsequently they enter da> r al-Isla> m based upon that hudnah, it is not acceptable. Therefore, the Muslim's obligation under these circumstances is limited to securing their departure, because they had entered the da> r alIsla> m under the assumption that they enjoyed full protection of safe conduct (ama> n). However, it is permissible for an ordinary individual Muslim to conclude an'aqd al-ama> n (contract of safe conduct) with an individual non-Muslim. Furthermore, if consent is one of the basic conditions of concluding contracts, including treaties, absence of consent because of shortcomings (such as compulsion or blunder) does not preclude the motive to conclude a treaty, but it does have a negative impact upon the contract, or contractual aspect of the treaty. To H{ anafi> jurists, this degrades the contract so that, if the contract is accepted, it will be immediately void in the eyes of the law.
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The consent here is not one of the treaty's optional conditions; rather, it is a condition of its soundness as a whole. The contract that deals with money is a compulsory contract, despite its conclusion; it is degraded since it lacks consent. The condition for soundness of these contracts is consent. If the compulsion is removed and the party that had suffered compulsion turned around and consented, the contract would become sound and genuine. vol. 2, pp. 197-198 ; Muh} ammad Yu> suf MËsa > , Al-Amwa> l wa Naz} ariyyat al-'Aqd, pp. 398-399; 'Ali> Muh} yi> al-Di> n, Mabda> 'al-Rid} a> fi> al-Uqu> d, 2, pp. 1002-1005; H{ a> shiyat al-Dasu> qi> 'ala´al-Sharh} al-Kabi> r, 3, pp. 2-3; Al-Kurshi> 'ala´Khali> l, with H{ a> shiyat al-'Adawi> , vol.5, p. 9; Al-Nawawi> , Rawd} at al-T{ a> libi> n, vol. 8, pp. 56-58; Ibn Quda> mah, vol. 8, p. 260. c. Public interest According to Muslim jurists, one of the conditions for concluding a mu'a> hadah is that it perpetuates the interests of Muslims, and it is never more necessary to do so than in cases where the Muslims are weak and unable to confront the enemy. This also applies, when they fear a legitimate threat to their security, or when the Imam wishes to pursue peace with non-Muslims in order to bring them under the category of dhimmi> s or acquire some other benefits or aids to the Muslim state. The Qur'a> nic verse that encourages Muslims to make peace with others, is as follows: "But if they incline to peace, you also incline to it, and (put your) trust in God. Verily, He is the (All)-Hearer, the (All-) Knower" (Q. 8: 61).
For Muslims to preserve the status of the Islamic state in cases where they are the weaker party, it is important to consider their own interests in pursuing a muwa> da'ah. 'rifah, 1975),vol. 4, pp. 189-190 . 56 Al-Shayba> ni> , Al-Siyar al-Kabi> r, vol. 2, p. 498. 57 Al-Sarakhsi> , Sharh} al-Siyar al-Kabi> r, vol. 5, p. 1689 and vol. 1, pp. 190-191 ; and idem, Mabsu> t} , 10, p. 86; Al-Zayla'i> ,Tabyi> n al-H{ aqa> 'iq, vol. 3, p. 246; Al-Jas} s} a> s} , Ah} ka> m al-Qur'a> n, vol. 3, p. 69; vol. 2, ; Muh} ammad Ami> n bin 'Umr bin 'A> bidi> n, H{ a> shiyat Ibn 'A< bidi> n (Beirut: Da> r Ih} ya> ' alTura> th, 1998),vol. 4, p. 133; Zayn al-Di> n Ibra> hi> m al-H{ anafi> bin Nujaym, Al-Bah} r alRa> 'iq (Beirut: Da> r al-Ma'rifah, 1958), vol. 5, pp. 85-86. especially if the Muslims are in a position of weakness and it is in the interests of Muslims to conclude the muwa> da'ah and accept the offer.
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If the above-mentioned interests are dropped from the treaty, which then is no longer in the interest of Muslims, then it is not valid. In the case where Muslims realize that the treaty is going to cause or lead to further threats to them, the Imam should oppose this suspected threat since it will render the treaty.
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If it appears to the Imam that the outcome of a mu'a> hadah will be different from what was agreed upon, he can terminate it by informing the other parties of his decision prior to its termination.
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Based on the verses cited above, the consensus of jurists is that if the situation or conditions are not in the interest of Muslims who are about to conclude a treaty, then it is not permissible to conclude it.
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Among the conditions of interest for a muwa> da'ah is the spread of Islam, its protection and the prevention of any foreign attack.
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The obligation of Muslims to address this common interest of Islam has a spiritual dimension, and must be addressed whenever there is a prospect of concluding a muwa> da'ah. Al-Jas} s} a> s} , Ah} ka> m al-Qur'a> n, vol. 2, p. 294.
d. The Status of Treaty/Mu'a> hadah in the Qur'a> n and Sunnah In order for the mu'a> hadah to be valid, it must not contradict the legal rulings of the scriptural texts, i.e., the Qur'a> n and the Sunnah. It should fall within the realm of Islamic law, preventing wrongdoing and encouraging good deeds. 64 However, it is permissible to pursue any obligation that is not imposed or mentioned in the Qur'a> n that is directly related to the outcome of a treaty or the purpose of the treaties, or does not contradict the Qur'a> n and the teachings of the Prophet. 65 One of the Prophet's traditions that refers to this obligation to conform to the Qur'a> nic text at the time of concluding a treaty, reads, "Every condition that has no root in the Qur'a> n is void." 66 Thus, this h} adi> th is interpreted by Shayba> ni:
If any member of the ahl al-h} arb requests to make s} ulh} with the Muslims under the condition that if the Muslims conquer a part of their territory they should not prevent the non-Muslims from selling alcohol or pork, the Imam should not conclude a truce (s} ulh)} that is based on these conditions because alcohol, pork and riba> (unlawful interest) are prohibited in the Islamic legal statutes, and it is a violation of Islamic law and jurisdiction. 67 The Prophet's conduct at H{ udaybiyyah, moreover, gives a practical dimension of what is permissible and what is not. For example, one of the conditions that the s} ulh} established was that, whenever a member of the Makkan community escaped to Madinah, the Prophet ( ) was obliged to return that person to Makka. The verse that was revealed regarding the matter reads: "If you ascertain that they are true believers, send them not back to the disbeliever" (Q. 60:10).
This verse imposes a restriction upon Muslims, whereby some of the conditions required of the Muslims were to be fulfilled and honored, while others were declared void and was not to be fulfilled. Therefore, among the duties of the Imam is the task of looking into what is permissible and what is prohibited and acting upon this knowledge.
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Shayba> ni> also indicates that it is not permissible to violate justice and encourage oppression, just as it is prohibited to conclude a contract with parties who practice oppression on their people because it is a violation of Islamic rulings. It is also forbidden to conclude a contract that justifies the acceptance of oppression because this is a type of validation of oppression, and it is not lawful to fulfill that condition in the event of concluding a truce.
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Shayba> ni> illustrates this point further by giving an example:
If the ruler of ahl al-h} arb rules over a broad territory where people residing under his realm are treated like slaves and he exercises oppressive means on them, and if he has suggested to the Muslims to become dhimmi> and to pay khara> j in return for letting him maintain his oppressive treatment of his own people, it is not acceptable according to the principle of da> r al-Isla> m. The Muslims should not conclude a truce with a party who imposes oppressive acts.
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According to Sarakhsi> , the perpetuation of oppression is unlawful.
Since a dhimmi> is bound to respect the Islamic legal transactions, any violation of this can lead to the termination of the contract. Even if the king became a Muslim under the condition of resuming his oppressive practices against his own people, it is considered a violation of the principles of the contract.
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The same Islamic legal rulings apply to prisoners, as in cases where a representative of a party approaches the Imam holding Muslim prisoners and seeks to conclude a truce with the Muslims on the condition that the Muslim prisoners not to be released. Under such circumstances the Muslims should not accept this condition. The Imam should proclaim that no truce is possible without the release of the Muslim prisoners, or he can impose conditions whereby an exchange of prisoners occurs. Therefore, 68 Al-Sarakhsi> , Sharh} al-Siyar al-Kabi> r, vol. 4, pp. 1548, 1594-1595; Al-Jas} s} a> s} , Ah} ka> m al-Qur'a> n, 3, p. 437; Ibn Huma> m, vol. 4, p. 296; vol. 4, p. 113; Baghawi> , vol. 11, Al-Shayba> ni> , Al-Siyar al-Kabi> r, vol. 4, p. 1595; Al-Sha> fi'i> , Al-Umm, vol. 4, p. 113 . This was the conduct of the Prophet ( ), when he concluded the H{ udaybiyah s} ulh} with the Makkans, for afterwards he did not return the women. The consensus of jurists regarding the legal aspects of the mu'a> hadah maintains that any mu'a> hadah that includes conditions contradictory to the Islamic legal rulings is automatically void. Muslims should look into the scriptural texts (i.e. the Qur'a> n and Sunnah) prior to the conclusion of any treaty, and that treaty should be free of any such conditions that contravene Islamic principles.
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E. Time limits Among the conditions of the mu'a> hadah is its designated time.
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It can be short or long, in order to allow for reflection upon the situation of the mu'a> hadah and its obligations. This condition is founded on the understanding that both parties are aware of the exact duration.
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The mu'a> hadah can either be temporary, limited to a specific time period, or it can be a permanent treaty that is not restricted to any time period. This condition is explored at greater length in the following section.
a. The permanent Mu'a> hadah
According to the consensus of jurists, the permanent treaty (mu'a> hadah) is one that is concluded with non-Muslims, with the exception of idol worshipers and the conciliation (mus} a> lah} a> t) with the People of the Book (Ahl al-Kita> b). Islamic legal rulings stipulate that a 72 Al-Sarakhsi> , Sharh} al-Siyar al-Kabi> r, 5, pp. 1813 -1814 Al-Sha> fi'i> , al-Umm, 4, p. 114. 73 vol. 4, 75 Al-Sarakhsi> , Sharh} al-Siyar al-Kabi> r, vol. 5, p. 1782 ; an exception is the 'aqd aldhimma, which, as we saw earlier, is not limited to time period. It is a permanent 'aqd as far as the Muslims are concerned, but it is subject to termination by the ahl aldhimmah in the event that they decide to become Muslims.
treaty cannot be forever, 76 since it must be immediately void should the Muslims become capable of fighting them.
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Shayba> ni> indicates that a muwa> da'ah can be permanent and not subject to annulment by Muslims on the occasion of a renewed capacity to fight, even if they are able to redeem all the pledges or obtain the consent of the other party. Al-Shayba> ni> , Al-Siyar al-Kabi> r, 5, pp. 1758 -1759 Al-Sarakhsi> , Sharh} al-Siyar al-Kabi> r, 2, p. 486; vol. 5, p. 1713; However, the time period specified in the case of H{ udaybiyyah is not, according to Abu> H{ ani> fah, Abu> Yu> suf and Shayba> ni> , a precedent that must be followed in all treaties (mu'a> hada> t); rather, it is left to the Imam to determine the time period, based on the interests and needs of Muslims. Furthermore, the specified time limit should stand to benefit Muslims in the event it is exceeded, or is deemed subject to extension. If it does not serve the interests of Muslims it is not permissible for the Imam to renew the treaty or extend its duration.
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Since the Qur'a> n does not specify the time period, and even permits and encourages Muslims to seek muwa> da'ah and mu'a> hadah with others without imposing a specific duration, 83 the Prophet's decision to agree to a ten year treaty in the case of H{ udaybiyyah was made on the understanding that the 'illah (cause or reason) determining the necessary duration must be sought in each case whenever other treaties or temporary truce are being negotiated.
84
For the truce terminating fighting and putting an end to all hostilities can often serve the interests of the Muslims.
Ma> li> kÊ jurists state that the period of effectiveness of a treaty is not restricted, but is left to the Imam to determine according to the community's needs. However, it is suggested that it should not exceed four months, unless there is an unexpected shortfall in the Muslim ability insist that there is no restriction on the time limit, in the event that a muha> danah is concluded. This will be based on the needs of Muslims and will be left to the Imam to decide along with the learned jurists. However, the time period, whether long or short, must be specified. 86 Sha> fi'i> scholars distinguish between two cases, the first being one where the Imam retains full strength and where he can see that some interests can be served through agreeing to a truce or cessation (hudnah).
He may in this case conclude that truce or hudnah for four months or less.
The time limit is derived from both the Qur'a> n 87 and the Prophetic tradition.
88
Here the Imam is not allowed to agree to a truce of more than four months' duration because, according to these scholars, any period chosen requires the jizyah to be imposed at its termination, and Muslims should not be under any obligation to do so. According to al-Ma> wardi> , the time may be extended to between more than four months and less than one year, but there are two opinions on this, one of which insists that it is not permissible. not itself exceed ten years; otherwise, according to the Sha> fi'i> jurists, it would be null and void. 90 For H{ anbali> and Zaydi> jurists, a truce (hudnah) is not permissible unless the time period is determined by the Imam in consideration of the interests of the Muslim community. The maximum permissible term for a truce (hudnah) is theoretically ten years, the maximum length of a lease contract, it being understood that they are two parallel reflect the interests of the two parties. The welfare of the Muslim state may indeed be answered through truce (s} ulh)} more than by war. As long as the community's interest is served better by peace, it is permissible to conclude a mu'Éhadah for a ten year period and extend it as necessary. 91 b. The Mu'a> hadah That is Not Limited by Time According to Shayba> ni> , this particular mu'a> hadah is permissible in certain circumstances, though it is neither permanent nor temporary. It is a type of treaty (mu'a> hadah) in which the condition of time is not a factor, and in this sense it is better termed a muwa> da'ah (temporary truce). For example, in a situation where non-Muslims are willing to surrender to one of the Muslim territories, and the Muslims fear their continued threat, they can make an offer of truce with the enemy offering them, for example, ten thousand di> nars, in order to persuade them to withdraw from their territory and return to their own.
92
Sarakhsi> describes this temporary truce (muwa> da'ah) as conditional on withdrawal. Here withdrawal means an enemy leaves a territory formerly under their control and returns to their original territory, which in the case of the nonMuslims is da> r al-h} arb and in the case of the Muslims is da> r al-Isla> m. According to the majority of jurists from the Ma> liki> and Sha> fi'i> schools, one of the conditions of the treaty or conclusion of truce is that it should be free of unsound conditions. What they mean by unsound conditions is that it is not permissible to agree with the return of Muslims who escaped from da> r al-h} arb to da> r al-Isla> m, whether they be male or female.
102
This is a legally established verdict and cannot be made subject to a condition, just as it is not permitted to conclude a mu'a> hadah with the condition of ransoming Muslim prisoners, leaving empty territory to the non-Muslims, arbitration between Muslims and non-Muslims on the basis of non-Muslims' rulings, permitting non-Muslims to reside in the Arab peninsula, drink alcohol within da> r al-Isla> m publicly, or to build a place of worship within the Arab peninsula. Other modern scholars, such as Muh} ammad 'Ali> H{ asan in his book al-'Ala> qa> t al-Dawliyyah fi> al-Qur'a> n wa alSunnah, p. 360, indicate that the early jurists were in no disagreement (ikhtila> f) over the fact that a mu'a> hadah that is not conditioned by time period is impermissible. He insists furthermore that there is no text in either the Qur'a> n or the Sunnah that approves the mu'a> hadah without fixed duration, but that one can find evidence indicating that such a treaty would be invalid.
The majority of scholars are in agreement on not returning female Muslims and disagree over whether to return Muslim males. H{ anbali> and MÉliki> jurists allow the latter under severe circumstances, while Abu> H{ ani> fah and some MÉliki> jurists do not permit it because it is a null condition; thus, should the Muslims not fulfill this condition, the mu'a> hadah would resume and remain accurate and valid. Some Sha> fi'i> jurists permit it only should the male Muslim have some family to protect him within whether for purposes of expediency or because Muslims have suffered a setback. According to Islamic teachings, making treaties with nonMuslims is permitted by Divine legislation.
112
Explicit Qur'a> nic verses enjoin Muslims to seek accords with non-Muslims in order to eliminate conflicts. They oblige Muslims to respect the letter and the spirit of treaties once concluded, even when it may seem expedient not to do so. The Qur'a> n thus views the written agreement as a religious duty and not just as an act of political necessity (Q. 16:7,91; 17:34; 9:4; 8:72) . 113 Traditionally, the Muslims' duty to implement treaties, external or internal, was derived from the Qur'a> nic verses as well as Prophetic words and deeds. Islamic legal theory in this area also drew on precedents. For this reason, a principle focus of our study is the written treaties concluded by the Prophet and the four Rightly Guided caliphs (Ra> shidu> n). These agreements became models for other treaties in later Islamic practice. Classical Muslim jurists collected these treaties, which can be found embedded both in general works on the points of law (fiqh/jurisprudence) and in particular works devoted to the conduct of the Islamic state (siyar). Certain jurists, however, showed a particular interest in the study of diplomacy and international law, and wrote on it under a variety of subject headings. Their comments on these treaties, particularly the treaty of H{ udaibiyyah (concluded in 6AH/628AD) and the agreements reached by the four Rightly Guided Caliphs in their dealings with sovereign non-Muslim communities, contributed generally to the development of Islamic international law (siyar).
